Interpretation of gravity and magnetic data for exploration applications may be based on pattern recognition in which geophysical signatures of geologic features associated with localized characteristics are sought within data. A crucial control on what comprises noticeable and comparable characteristics in a data set is how images displaying those data are enhanced. Interpreters are provided with various image enhancement and display tools to assist their interpretation, although the effectiveness of these tools to improve geologic feature detection is difficult to measure. We addressed this challenge by analyzing how image enhancement methods impact the interpreter's visual attention when interpreting the data because features that are more salient to the human visual system are more likely to be noticed. We used geologic target-spotting exercises within images generated from magnetic data to assess commonly used magnetic data visualization methods for their visual saliency. Our aim was achieved in two stages. In the first stage, we identified a suitable saliency detection algorithm that can computationally predict visual attention of magnetic data interpreters. The computer vision community has developed various image saliency detection algorithms, and we assessed which algorithm best matches the interpreter's data observation patterns for magnetic target-spotting exercises. In the second stage, we applied this saliency detection algorithm to understand potential visual biases for commonly used magnetic data enhancement methods. We developed a guide to choosing image enhancement methods, based on saliency maps that minimize unintended visual biases in magnetic data interpretation, and some recommendations for identifying exploration targets in different types of magnetic data.
Introduction
Interpretation of magnetic or any other contourmapped representation of geoscience data is primarily based on a pattern recognition process in which anomalies indicating geologic features are sought within the data and their spatial associations analyzed. It is common practice to process or enhance the data prior to display to bring out characteristics perceived to be useful to the interpreter. The combination of high-and/or low-pass filtering (LPF), color contour mapping, and sun-angle shading is widely used by potential field data interpreters. Conventionally, interpreters select different data enhancement methods (Blakely, 1995) based on their prior knowledge of these methods or by trial and error to enhance specific features of interest or data characteristics. In practice, it is common that interpreters use multiple enhancement methods, for example, using high-and LPF to bring out anomalies associated with causative sources at different depths or using multiple different highpass filters to find discontinuities within data. In addition, images are also visualized using different color display and shading methods. Welland et al. (2006) report the impact of human visual perception of colors on seismic data interpretation. Even though the findings are not described in detail, their study is based on the nonlinear nature of human color perception, in which the same amount of change in different bands in the visual spectrum, such as yellow and blue in an image, are not perceived as the same change by the interpreter. To address this, they propose a modified color bar to compensate for visual bias in the interpretation of seismic data. For potential field data, we previously reported the impact of human data interactions on geologic target-spotting (Sivarajah et al., 2013) . This study shows that the viewing of data in two different orientations and carrying out a systematic target search impact the target-spotting performance. Evidently, how we view and interact with data plays a significant role in data interpretation.
In the fields of psychology and computer vision, there has been active research on understanding and 1 emulating human visual attention. In our visual and other sensory systems, a key attention mechanism is saliency: a quality that makes certain items (objects, faces, sounds, etc.) "stand out" from their surroundings. Thus, visual saliency is typically associated with contrast from neighbors, such as a bright object within a dark image background, and is called the bottom-up influence. Visual saliency can also be influenced by memory or anticipatory mechanisms through training, for example, identifying your child's face in a school group photograph or looking at moving cars when crossing the road. This is called the top-down influence. In psychology, human attention has been modeled using the bottom-up and top-down influences including the learning of attention prioritization using these influences (van de Laar et al., 1997) . The computer vision community, on the other hand, focuses on emulating the bottom-up influence computationally using saliency detection algorithms (Itti et al., 1998; Harel et al., 2006) . There are many algorithms developed to identify image saliency. These are based on (1) a biological model using spatial contrasts in color, intensity, and orientation (Itti et al., 1998) , (2) purely computational approaches using frequency analysis (Achanta et al., 2008 (Achanta et al., , 2009 Achanta and Süsstrunk, 2010) , or (3) a combination of the two (Harel et al., 2006) . Visual attention maps computed using these algorithms are called saliency maps.
In previous work, saliency maps have been used for various applications, such as scene classification (Siagian and Itti, 2007 ), text detection (Sun et al., 2010) , object detection (Walther et al., 2002) , visual search (Elazary and Itti, 2010) , and automatic seam line detection for the merging of optical remote-sensing images (Yu et al., 2012) . In another study, Su et al. (2004) investigate the possibility of using the inverted saliency model for display enhancement of natural images. We present a novel study of human attention based on saliency models for the task of analyzing interpreter biases. We aimed to determine whether saliency maps can effectively represent interpreters' visual attention for magnetic data and then be used to understand potential biases in data observation when interpreting the data using different visualization methods. This research was conducted in two stages.
In the first stage, we compared interpreters' visual attention maps with saliency maps generated from three widely known saliency detection algorithms. The interpreters' visual attention was determined by identifying eye gaze fixation locations. Fixation is defined as maintaining eye gaze at a particular location for at least 100-150 ms (Viviani, 1990) . As visual attention moves to a new location, the eye gaze will try to follow (Deubel and Schneider, 1996) and typically fixate on locations that an individual finds to be surprising, salient, or significant (Loftus and Mackworth, 1978) . To capture this information, we carried out a target-spotting experiment and the interpreters' eye gaze movements were acquired using an eye tracker system (ETS). In this experiment, the task was to identify responses associated with porphyry-style mineralization within magnetic data. Our preliminary studies (Chadwick et al., 2010; Sivarajah et al., 2012) demonstrated the feasibility of capturing ETS data to monitor and analyze the human data interactions during target-spotting exercises on magnetic and seismic data sets. For this study, we used two separate target-spotting exercises. In the first exercise, we displayed small-scale images, each containing either a single target or background noise. In the second exercise, we displayed a large-scale image containing multiple targets. A set of saliency maps was generated from the magnetic images using different saliency algorithms. These saliency maps were then compared with the eye-tracking results, and the saliency algorithm that generated the saliency maps that had the closest match to the interpreters' data observation was identified. Previously, researchers have used a similar approach to demonstrate the correlation of saliency maps and interpreter-data interactions using ETS for natural images (Harel et al., 2006; Li et al., 2013) . However, such analysis has not been conducted to date for geoscientific data interpretation.
In the second stage, we applied the selected saliency algorithm to predict how widely used magnetic data enhancement methods will impact human visual attention during interpretation. The regions in the data likely to attract visual attention were highlighted using the selected saliency detection algorithm from the first stage, revealing potential unintended visual biases. When a region without an anomaly/target attracts the visual attention, it is considered as unintended visual attention. This saliency analysis was performed based on the assumption that a target can be more easily identified if it is located within a region that attracts interpreter attention than if it is located in a region that does not draw interpreter attention. We propose that saliency maps can be used to guide the selection of enhancement methods to reduce these unintended visual biases by identifying the enhancement methods that produced dissimilar and complementary saliency maps. Potentially, such insight can also assist in the design of new data enhancement and filtering methods.
In this paper, we report the experimental details, ETS data capture and processing, and the selection of the most suitable saliency detection algorithm. Then we present the analysis of the interpreter biases using the selected saliency detection algorithm to evaluate commonly used enhancement methods and the limitations and applicability of the findings. Finally, we discuss our conclusions and ongoing research. We provide a list of abbreviations used in this paper in Appendix A.
Interpreter visual attention versus image saliency
Our study analyzes the effectiveness of saliency maps in predicting interpreters' visual attention and then selects the most suitable saliency detection algorithm for magnetic data. The interpreter visual attention maps were captured through an experiment requiring participants to recognize targets that have characteristics T156 Interpretation / November 2014 suggestive of gold-copper-rich porphyry systems. The relevant magnetic anomalies have a distinctive "Mexican-hat"-like character comprising subcircular magnetic highs with surrounding annular lows (Holden et al., 2011; Hoschke, 2011) as shown in Figure 5a -1. All the interpreters who participated in this study were trained geophysicists or geologists with experience in magnetic data interpretation and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (i.e., using contact lenses).
The survey used in this experiment is over a mature exploration area that contains several known deposits confirmed by field drill tests. Figure 1 shows that the main porphyry belt runs from the top left corner to the bottom right (outlined) and consists of porphyritic intrusions with dacitic, granodioritic, quartz dioritic, and dioritic compositions. Volcaniclastic and pyroclastic breccias are present, along with shale-siltstone, sandstone, minor volcanic rocks, and mafic to intermediate dikes. The strong positive circular to elliptical magnetic responses correspond to porphyry-style deposits. Ground magnetic data were collected with a line spacing of 100 m and gridded with a 25-m cell size. The data have been upward continued to 50 m to suppress noisy short wavelength responses, which mostly originate from the near surface. Finally, the data were reduced to the pole (RTP) to give symmetrical responses and center the anomaly peak over the center of the porphyritic intrusions. The magnetic image was illuminated with a false sun located in the north side of the region covered by the data at an inclination of 45°. The location of the study area has been withheld due to agreed commercial confidentiality.
Experiment setup
Participants were seated in front of a display monitor (52 × 33 cm) at a convenient distance (from 60 to 100 cm) and were then fitted with ETS glasses to capture their eye gaze movements (Figure 2 ). To maximize the participants' engagement with the targetspotting task, they were requested to respond to targets by pressing a key on a keyboard as soon as they spotted an anomaly likely to indicate a porphyry deposit (which we term a porphyry). Participants were requested to perform two different exercises during this experiment to capture the data observations patterns: spotting targets within small-scale images and within a large-scale image. Written instructions were displayed on the monitor at the beginning of each exercise.
For exercise 1, the magnetic image was cropped to small images with porphyries, i.e., "target" images, and without porphyries, i.e., "nontarget" images ( Figure 5 , top row). These target images were obtained from the regions where known deposits are located, and the nontarget images were selected from regions where there were no significant porphyry-style anomalies. These target and nontarget images were displayed in a rapid fashion to six participants for target identification. In the visual display, target images and nontarget images were displayed on the center of the monitor (within the 23.4 × 17.4 cm area). These images were shown in a random sequence, but the sequence was identical for all participants. We displayed the images for 1000 ms with an interimage interval of 1000 ms in which a blank screen was shown.
In exercise 2, the magnetic image with multiple targets (Figure 6a ) was displayed on the entire monitor for 3 min. Fourteen interpreters participated in this Interpretation / November 2014 T157 exercise, and they were requested to identify as many porphyries as possible within that time.
Eye-tracker data acquisition and processing
This study used a mobile eye tracker available from Applied Science Laboratories. The eye tracker uses two video cameras and three infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs), which are mounted on a pair of standard safety glasses. There is a circular cutout in the right lens of the glasses. This cutout allows for the placement of an adjustable monocle that reflects the infrared light beam from the LEDs (which are arranged in a triangular pattern) onto the eye surface. Eye gaze is determined by comparing the reflected infrared light from the cornea and the pupil, which are captured by the first camera. A forward facing second camera records the interpreter's field of view (FOV). The eye tracker needs to be calibrated for every subject to enable accurate calculation of individual eye gaze coordinates. Calibration is achieved by requesting that the participants fix their gaze on known locations and marking those points on the FOV video frame. We used 13 points to cover the entire monitor.
The ETS records the FOV camera video frames together with the locations of the eye gaze with respect to the FOV. The eye gaze locations with respect to the displayed data region were calculated by analyzing each video frame to identify the location of the displayed data region (the corners of the monitor) with respect to the FOV video frame. An image processing algorithm was developed to calculate eye gaze coordinates on the displayed data region.
The algorithm first corrects the known barrel distortion introduced by the camera lens ( Figure 3a ) and transforms the FOV image into a perfect perspective projection image ( Figure 3b ). It then identifies the boundaries of the data region using edge detection and the Hough transform ( Figure 3c ). Based on the boundaries, the algorithm calculates the four corners of the rectangular data region within the FOV (Figure 3d ). Finally, it transforms the eye gaze coordinates from the FOV frame to the image/data frame ( Figure 3e ) using 2D homography (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003) . Figure 4a shows the data observation pattern generated as a track plot using the calculated eye gaze locations.
The interpreter eye gaze fixation locations were identified using the calculated eye gaze locations with respect to the displayed images (Figure 4b ). There are various methods used to identify the fixation locations from the calculated eye gaze locations. We implemented the algorithm described in Goldberg and Kotval (1999) , which identifies eye gaze fixations based on continuous observation at a particular location (within a 40-pixel-radius area) for at least 100 ms. Based on the calculated fixation locations for each participant for each of the observed images, we generated the fixation maps by placing a Gaussian smoothed circle on the locations of the fixations (with a radius of 40 pixels). We then obtained the interpreter visual attention "heat maps" for the magnetic images by pixelwise averaging of these fixation maps across subjects (Figure 4c ). The averaged fixation map represents the accumulated fixations of all the participants.
Image saliency algorithms
The image saliency detection algorithms used in this study were selected to represent three different approaches in modeling human attention, which are based on biological approaches, purely computational approaches, or a combination of the two. We selected widely known image saliency algorithms in these categories, namely, the visual-attention-model-based algorithm by Itti et al. (1998) referred to here as ITTI, the hypercomplex Fourier transform (HFT) method (Li et al., 2013) , and the graph-based visual saliency (GBVS) approach (Harel et al., 2006) . All of the leading saliency detection models are based on the following three steps (Harel et al., 2006) : 1) extraction of image features/feature maps 2) generation of activation maps/conspicuity maps 3) obtaining the saliency map through selection/normalization.
The ITTI method adapts the saliency-based visual attention model of Koch and Ullman (1985) . In this model, the visual input of the human vision system is first processed in parallel to generate a set of image features for different channels, such as color, intensity, and orientation, across multiple spatial scales. The feature maps for these different channels are calculated based on the center-surround differences, by taking the difference between the smaller and larger scale image features. These feature maps at different scales are then combined and normalized, resulting in three conspicuity maps representing color, intensity, and orientation separately. Finally, these three conspicuity maps are combined using equal weights to generate the saliency map. The HFT method considers the saliency detection as a frequency domain problem and defines a concept of nonsaliency using global information. In this method, feature maps are computed based on color, intensity, and motion. The amplitude spectrum, phase spectrum, and eigenaxis spectrum are computed from the feature maps. Spikes in the amplitude spectrum correspond to repeated patterns (nonsalient regions) in the spatial domain. These repeated patterns are smoothed with Gaussian kernels to suppress the nonsalient regions. The saliency map at each scale is derived using the smoothed amplitude spectrum and the original phase and eigenaxis spectrum. The final saliency map is selected by choosing the best scale with minimal saliency map entropy.
In the GBVS method, the image features are calculated using the ITTI method, but the activation and normalization steps are implemented using a graph-based approach. This is achieved by joining all the nodes (pixels) of the feature maps to generate a fully connected directed graph (Bang-Jensen and Gutin, 2008) . The directed edges are assigned with a weight, which is proportional to the dissimilarity between the end nodes of the edges and to their closeness. A Markov chain (Norris, 1998) is defined on the graph to estimate the equilibrium distribution, and an activation measure is obtained from pairwise contrast. The normalization step is performed on these activation maps by using another Markovian process on the graph that is constructed from the activation map to generate the saliency map.
Selection of the most suitable saliency detection algorithm
We compare the saliency maps generated using the three algorithms with the participants' visual attention maps to identify the saliency detection algorithm that can suitably predict areas that will draw interpreters' attention. From exercise 1, we used eight target and eight nontarget images for this analysis. The nontarget images used for this analysis were selected based on the presence of some kind of magnetic anomaly within the displayed region. Note that some of the nontarget images displayed during exercise 1 did not have any anomalies. We generated the interpreter visual attention maps for these 16 images (maps obtained for four target and four nontarget images are shown in Figure 5b ) and for the large-scale magnetic image displayed in exercise 2 (Figure 6b ). The interpreter visual attention maps were thresholded to obtain binary images, which were used as the ground truth saliency regions for the identification of the most suitable saliency detection algorithm.
We generated saliency maps from the 16 magnetic images used for this analysis from exercise 1 (Figure 5 ) and the magnetic image used in exercise 2 ( Figure 6 ) using ITTI, GBVS, and HFT saliency detection algorithms. The performance of these saliency detection algorithms in identifying the interpreter visual attention was calculated by analyzing how well these saliency maps match with the ground truth saliency regions. This is achieved by obtaining the binary images of the saliency maps generated using the algorithms by varying the threshold (from zero to one) and comparing them pixelwise with the ground truth saliency regions. Based on this comparison, the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR) were calculated (equations 1 and 2) by assuming the salient regions as the "target" and the nonsalient regions as the "background":
where TP is the number of true positive pixels, FP is the number of false positive pixels, P is the number of target pixels, and N is the number of background pixels. Using the TPR and FPR at different thresholds, we plotted the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves (Fawcett, 2006) . Even though the ROC curve is widely used in the field of machine learning to quantify the performances of different binary classification algorithms, it is also used to analyze the performances of the saliency detection algorithm by treating it as a binary classification problem (Harel et al., 2006 ). An ROC curve can be summarized by a single value by calculating the area under the ROC curve (AUROC). AUROC value ranges from 0 to 1, and as the classifier performance increases, the AUROC value also increases (Fawcett, 2006) .
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We calculated the AUROC performances of three saliency detection algorithms using the selected 16 images displayed in exercise 1, and the results are shown in Figure 7 . We also calculated the overall performance of these algorithms in identifying the interpreters' visual attention from small-scale images by obtaining the average AUROC (Table 1) . These average AUROC values show that all three algorithms perform similarly in identifying the interpreter visual attention maps of small-scale magnetic data with minor performance differences. In the study by Harel et al. (2006) , the GBVS algorithm performed better than the ITTI algorithm in identifying the salient regions within natural images, and Li et al. (2013) show that the HFT algorithm outperformed ITTI and GBVS in identifying saliency regions within natural images. In our study, ITTI and GBVS obtained comparatively higher AUROC values for all small-scale magnetic images (Figure 7) when compared to HFT, and GBVS obtained the highest average AUROC value (Table 1) .
For exercise 2, we calculated the AUROC values for the three saliency detection algorithms using the same analysis method used for exercise 1, and the results are shown in Table 1 . The ITTI algorithm outperformed in identifying the regions that attract interpreter visual attention within magnetic images with multiple targets when compared to GBVS and HFT. Even though the HFT algorithm identified the saliency regions effectively for small-scale images, it did not perform well in the large-scale image. This poor performance of HFT with the large-scale image could be due to the wrong selection of the saliency map from multiple scale saliency maps using the entropy method as mentioned by the developers (Li et al., 2013) . The possible reason for the superior performance of ITTI over the others could be due to the multiscale strategy used in their algorithm, which is based on the human attention model. The ITTI saliency map highlights the bottom left corner of the image, whereas the participants have fixated in that region comparatively less when compared to other regions ( Figure 6 ). This discrepancy could be due to the top-down influence caused by the target-spotting task, which requires the identification of Mexican-hat-like structures.
We selected the ITTI algorithm as the most suitable saliency detection algorithm for the magnetic data because it performed well with small-and large-scale data.
Analysis of interpreter visual bias
In this section, we analyze the visual biases on magnetic data after commonly used filtering and enhancement techniques, and we select the enhancement and filtering methods that will minimize the unintended visual biases for interpretation. The locations within the data that will be most likely to attract visual attention during the interpretation process are highlighted by the saliency maps and thus show the potential visual biases in the data observation. We use the selected ITTI saliency detection algorithm as a proxy to identify the distribution of interpreter attention on the observed data. Three different magnetic data sets were used in this analysis:
• the magnetic data used in the exercise 2 -data 1 (Figure 1) • Kirkland Lake, Ontario, Canada -data 2 (Figure 8) • Kimberley Basin, Western Australia, Australia -data 3 (Figure 9 ). Details of data 1 are explained in "Interpreter visual attention versus image saliency." The aeromagnetic data from Kirkland Lake in Ontario were acquired along northsouth survey lines spaced at 200 m and with a nominal terrain clearance of 73 m. The gridded aeromagnetic image has a 40-m cell size. The area consists of komatiitic, tholeiitic, and calc-alkaline volcanic rocks overlain by clastic sedimentary and alkali volcanic rocks, which have been intruded by felsic to intermediate alkalic bodies and dikes (Ispolatov et al., 2008) . The thick sequence of ultramafic-mafic volcanic rocks generates the strongest positive magnetic responses within these data (Figure 8) .
The aeromagnetic data in Figure 9 is from the Kimberley Basin in Western Australia and was obtained by merging the 1993 Mt. Elizabeth, WA, data set with the 2012 Charnley, WA, data set. Both surveys were captured along north-south survey lines. The Mt. Figure 8 . Aeromagnetic data from Kirkland Lake in Ontario, Canada. The arrow indicates a strong magnetic response generated by a thick sequence of ultramafic-mafic volcanic rocks. Data are courtesy of the Ontario Geological Survey, Canada.
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Supersuite rocks, which largely comprise felsic granitoid plutons and several later dikes (Sheppard et al., 2012) . All data sets were RTP using the parameters shown in Table 2 and enhanced using five commonly used techniques: first vertical derivative (1VD); automatic gain control (AGC) (Rajagopalan, 1987) ; analytic signal (AS) (Roest et al., 1992) ; LPF; and tilt derivative (TDR) (Miller and Singh, 1994) . These methods are commonly used to enhance anomalies with certain characteristics within the magnetic data.
The 1VD relatively enhances steep gradients within signals, and thus it is often used in interpretation to resolve the effects of adjacent anomalies and sharpen the anomalies over source bodies (Gunn et al., 1995) . AGC enhances the data to provide equal emphasis to lowand high-amplitude signals, assisting in emphasizing low-amplitude anomalies. The controlling parameters of AGC are the window size over which the gain is computed, and the gain functions controlling the signal and noise amplification. We used a window size of 30 cells for all three data sets and maximum gain corrections of 30, 100, and 30 for data 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
AS generates maxima or peaks directly over small discrete bodies and over the edges of large bodies; thus, AS maps provide an indication of the location of source body edges and corners (for example, lithological contacts, faults and shears zones, or fault block boundaries). AS is particularly effective in regions in which magnetic remanence or low latitude responses can adversely affect interpretation. LPF is used to eliminate high-frequency anomalies. It is applied to enhance longer wavelength anomalies produced by geologic features at a given depth. We used 500, 5000, and 6000 m as the low-pass cutoffs for data 1, 2, and 3, respectively. TDR is used to enhance the weak magnetic anomalies, the signals of which are normally overwhelmed by highamplitude anomalies.
We displayed all the images in the same way as the magnetic images displayed during the eye-tracking experiment for consistency. That is, the images were displayed in color and illuminated with a false sun located on the north side of the region covered by the data at an inclination of 45°. In some cases, some of these enhanced images are displayed in gray scale during interpretation, but they may produce different saliency maps when compared to color images.
Results and discussion
Saliency maps for each of these enhanced magnetic images were generated using the ITTI saliency detection algorithm. Figures 10-12 show the enhanced magnetic images and their corresponding saliency maps. The distribution of the highlighted areas of the saliency map varies with the specific enhancement method. These variations indicate different enhancement methods attract interpreters' visual attention differently. The analysis of the differences among these maps will help to understand the potential visual biases in interpreter data observations and to minimize the unintended biases during the interpretation. We quantified this difference by computing the rms error (equation 3) between two saliency maps:
where f and g are the two saliency maps and nðXÞ is the number of pixels in the pixel raster X. We calculated the rms error between all the combinations of the saliency maps, and the results are shown in Tables 3-5. The rms error value increases between two images as they become more dissimilar.
The LPF method focuses the interpreter's visual attention to a narrow area compared to all the other methods in all three data sets. In data 1, most of the known porphyry-style mineralization is located on the belt running from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner (Figure 1 ). The LPF effectively attracts visual attention toward this belt (Figure 10e ), whereas other enhancement methods such as RTP, AGC, and TDR are likely to draw attention mainly to the southwestern region of the data, which represents short-wavelength shallow features. In data 2, LPF highlights the thick sequence of ultramafic-mafic volcanic rocks in the central region, which are located deep below the surface (Figure 11e ). The saliency map of data 3 LPF covers a wider region compared to the other two data sets probably due to the strong and widespread magnetic response of the Carson Volcanics and Hart Dolerite sills Interpretation / November 2014 T163 (Figure 12e) . Conversely, AGC and TDR enhancements attract interpreter visual attention to a wider area of the data, thus obtaining higher rms error with the LPF data when compared to other combinations of methods in all three data sets (Tables 3-5) . In most cases, the LPF highlights areas not highlighted by AGC and TDR (Figures 10 and 11 ). This result indicates that AGC and TDR enhancements complement LPF in attracting the human visual attention to different aspects of the geology. The selection of enhancement methods that produce complementary distribution of visual saliency for interpretation can ensure a more thorough examination of the data. Some enhancement methods produced very similar distributions of human visual attention. For example, 1VD and AS of data 1 produced almost identical saliency maps with an rms error of 0.06677. We calculated residual signals for all three data sets by removing the regional signal to highlight the shallow features with a shorter wavelength. Residual magnetic data had a similar saliency distribution as the RTP data with rms errors of 0.02315, 0.02900, and 0.01920 for data 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These results show that some enhancement methods are likely to attract interpreter visual attention similarly. The identification of this fact will help to minimize unintended visual biases toward certain regions by limiting the use of redundant enhancement methods in interpretation. For example, a 1VD enhances steep potential field gradients (intended outcome); however, corresponding enhancements of stitch marks in merged grids or station points in ground gravity data are unintended outcomes.
The above results show how saliency maps can be used to analyze potential visual biases in interpretation when using different enhancement methods. Saliency mapping can assist in the selection of enhancement methods with complementary saliency distributions to analyze the entire data with minimum unintended visual biases. This will help to achieve minimum redundancy with maximum information gain. The results show that it is more effective to include TDR and/or AGC-filtered data sets in the set of standard interpretation enhancements because they attract interpreter visual attention to different types of anomalies and regions in all data sets than is the case in other methods. To complement TDR and AGC, we recommend 1VD and LPF for data 1; 1VD, LPF, and AS for data 2 and 3 based on saliency distribution. In this study, we used the most suitable saliency detection algorithm (ITTI) that produces saliency maps close to the interpreter visual attention maps for the analysis of interpreter biases. However, there could be variations in interpreter visual attention between and within interpreters as demonstrated in our previous study (Sivarajah et al., 2013) . Despite the minor variations in the ITTI saliency maps when compared to the actual interpreter visual attention maps, they can be used effectively as a guide in the selection of enhancement methods for interpretation.
The possibilities of using saliency maps for data with complex anomalies and linear features require further analysis. This can be achieved by carrying out experiments to capture eye gaze movements of interpreters during complex anomaly detection tasks and selecting the most suitable saliency detection algorithm. The quick generation of saliency maps helps to quantify the impact of different enhancement methods and could help in improving the interpretation outcomes.
Saliency maps can also be used by enhancement algorithm developers to develop new techniques to compensate or augment biases, depending on the desired results, for example, developing algorithms that suppress regions of high saliency (which may be due to noise) to draw interpreter visual attention to other regions in the data, or vice versa.
The detection of the human visual attention using saliency maps could be improved by incorporating some top-down cues. Top-down information can be obtained based on either the geology of the area or what the interpreter is looking for in the data, i.e., specific exploration targets. Another aspect that can be investigated using this method is the analysis of the impact of grayscale and different color display methods on the interpreter visual attention. This analysis will help to understand the unintended visual biases introduced by various display methods that can be used for the selection of the most suitable display methods. Identification of the most suitable display methods will help interpreters analyze the data and identify potential targets more effectively.
Conclusions
This paper presents a study on the identification of an interpreter visual attention detection method. This is achieved by capturing interpreter data observation patterns while interpreting magnetic images. We used an ETS to capture geoscientists' eye gaze movements and derived fixation locations, from which the interpreters' visual attention maps were obtained. Comparison of these visual attention maps with saliency maps shows the effectiveness of the saliency detection algorithms in identifying salient regions within geoscientific magnetic images. The ITTI algorithm outperformed the HFT and GBVS methods in identifying the areas attracting interpreter visual attention within magnetic images. Based on these findings, we propose that the ITTI algorithm is the most suitable saliency detection algorithm to create human visual attention maps for magnetic data.
The ITTI algorithm was then used for analyzing potential interpreter biases on three magnetic data sets, which were enhanced using common methods. The ITTI saliency analysis shows variations in the distribution of human visual attention depending on the image enhancement method. The residual signal produced very similar saliency maps to the RTP images, whereas LPF produced very different saliency maps across the three data sets. The TDR and/or AGC methods produced a wider dispersion of saliency covering various types of anomalies and regions in all three data sets used in our analysis. These results show that it is better to include the images enhanced using TDR and AGC methods in the standard set of enhanced images used for the interpretation. In addition to the TDR and AGC, we recommend 1VD and LPF for data with many small and strong magnetic responses and 1VD, LPF, and AS for data with a dominant and strong magnetic response or a widespread high-frequency magnetic response.
Saliency assessments provide invaluable input for interpreters and software developers to guide the selection of effective methods and processes in capturing, enhancing, and displaying geoscientific images with minimum unintended visual bias. The findings of this study establish a reliable framework to assess interpreter data observation biases for magnetic images based on the image saliency analysis, which can be adopted to evaluate other types of geoscientific data sets. 
